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Abstra t

Various approa hes towards a semanti lassi ation of German
verbs exist, but even though all refer to lassi ation riteria on erning verb meaning, they di er substantially. To address the questions
of why there are so many lassi ations, why and how they di er, and
whether any of them is `optimal', this paper performs a manual study
of four German semanti verb lassi ations: We ompare GermaNet,
FrameNet/SALSA, the verb lasses of Ballmer and Brennenstuhl and
those of S hulte im Walde, with respe t to their motivation, lass organisation and sense and feature distin tions, fo using on the manner
of motion domain.

1 Introdu tion
Both in theoreti al and omputational linguisti s we nd various approa hes
to a semanti lassi ation of verbs. Even though all lassi ations refer to
the same obje ts of interest and to similar lassi ation riteria on erning
verb meaning, they di er substantially. Obviously, the ba kground of the
authors, their goals and their strategies dire t the development of the verb
lasses. But even when two approa hes lassify verbs in a ommon language
and a ording to a ommon framework, the results may still disagree. For
example, S hulte im Walde (2003) de nes semanti lasses for German verbs
by similar riteria as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998); however, while S hulte
im Walde lassi es the manner of motion (MOM) verbs eilen and hasten
(both meaning: `to rush, to hurry') into a MOM sub lass rush, FrameNet
does not distinguish speed of motion into a separate lass and groups these
verbs with other self motion verbs. Both lasses and assignments are plausible, but fo us on di erent properties of the verbs { one on entrating on
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the rush, the other on an agent as mover. It seems that su h di eren es
are not fundamental aws in the resour es, but rather inherent in the task
of semanti lassi ation. This paper explores this intuition, by addressing
the questions of why there are so many su h lassi ations, why and how
they di er, and whether any of them is `optimal'. While in the long run it
would be desirable to automate the omparison using empiri al riteria, this
paper presents the rst step of the analysis in the form of a manual study
of a limited domain of the lassi ations.
Our interest in this study originates from a omputational perspe tive:
(a) the a quisition and (b) the use of verb lasses in omputational learning
tasks. With respe t to (a) the a quisition of verb lasses, a manual de nition
of large-s ale lassi ations is expensive, so work su h as S hulte im Walde
(2003) addresses an automati a quisition. But the de ision about whi h
riteria are relevant for a verb lassi ation in uen es both the experiment
setup (with regard to feature sele tion) and the hoi e of a manually onstru ted gold standard for evaluation. The question is, whether there is the
orre t lassi ation to be used as gold standard? How do we de ide on valid
riteria for a lassi ation, noti ing that existing lassi ations di er substantially? With respe t to (b) the use of verb lasses, lexi al lassi ations
are used as a basis in a wide range of NLP tasks, to re ne properties that reeived insuÆ ient empiri al eviden e, or for generalisation. For example, in
the omputation of sele tional preferen es, lassi ations are used to generalise from seen o-o urren es, e.g. in the nominal ase from s hoolboy/rush
and do tor/rush to person/rush, and in the verbal ase from y le/into town
and walk/into town to move/into town. But any individual lexi al resour e
has its problems, like holes in overage or variations in granularity. So it
is an interesting question whether a ombination of resour es an a hieve
better generalisation properties.
The paper ompares four manually onstru ted semanti lassi ations
of German verbs. We des ribe the resour es with respe t to (1) the motivations and goals of their work, (2) their overall stru ture, i.e. the organisation
of the lasses and the relations linking the lasses and (3) the general de ision riteria applied in verb sense distin tion and grouping verbs into lasses.
The four resour es to be ompared are the pro ess-based lassi ation by
Ballmer and Brennenstuhl (1986) (hen eforth BB), the psy holinguisti semanti taxonomy GermaNet (GN), f. Hamp and Feldweg (1997); Kunze
(2000), the FrameNet lasses (FN), f. Baker et al. (1998); Erk et al. (2003),
and the semanti lasses by S hulte im Walde (2003) (SIW). BB and SIW
are original lassi ations of German verbs, whereas GN and FN both use
the existing English resour es as starting point for the German pendants.
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For omparing the lassi ations, the resour es are hara terised along dimensions (1)-(3), underlined by a ase study on the domain of manner of
motion verbs.

2 Des ription of Four Verb Classi ations
In this se tion we give a short des ription of the four resour es, des ribing
the motivations and goals of their onstru tion, their overall stru ture, and
the general de ision riteria applied in verb sense distin tion and grouping
verbs into lasses.

2.1 Ballmer/Brennenstuhl: A Pro ess-based Classi ation
Ballmer and Brennenstuhl (1986) lassify 8,000 ommon, non-pre xed German verbs a ording to their meaning. Their goal is to build a omplete thesaurus of German verbs. Verbs are grouped into lasses, whi h are formed
by paraphrasing based on a set of 10 elementary verbs; if verbs agree in
entral parts of their paraphrases, they are grouped together, su h as si h
distanzieren and si h entfernen (both meaning `distan e oneself'), wegfahren
`drive away' and vers hwinden `disappear' in a ommon lass paraphrased
as moving oneself away from a pla e ; or karren ` art', s hi en `ship', lo eln
`spoon', s haufeln `shovel' (among others) in a ommon lass paraphrased as
somebody transporting something from a pla e, using an instrument/vehi le.
The verb lasses are then organised into pro ess models. For example,
the pro ess model Fortbewegung `moving ahead' ontains the verb lasses for
resting, wanting to move, raising, starting to move, moving ahead, moving
in ir le, moving as passenger, a ompanying, getting lost, arriving, stopping, et . Ea h verb lass designates a phase of the pro ess model, i.e. an
initial situation, a transition from initial to end situation, an end situation, pre ondition, result, or onsequen e. The lasses that belong to the
same pro ess model are related to ea h other by semanti relations su h as
temporal ordering, ausativity or impli ation.

2.2 WordNet/GermaNet
WordNet is a lexi al semanti taxonomy developed at the University of
Prin eton (Miller et al., 1990; Fellbaum, 1998). The lexi al database is
inspired by psy holinguisti resear h on human lexi al memory. The resour e organises English nouns, verbs, adje tives and adverbs into lasses of
synonyms (synsets), whi h are onne ted by lexi al and on eptual relations
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su h as hyponymy, hypernymy, meronymy, et . The hypernym-hyponym relation imposes a multi-level hierar hi al stru ture on the taxonomy. Words
with several senses are assigned to multiple lasses. The de ision on synonymy is mainly based on substitution tests in prototypi al ontexts.
The idea of WordNet has been transfered to other languages than English. The University of Tubingen is developing the German version of
WordNet, GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Kunze, 2000). An example
verb in GermaNet is eilen `rush', whi h is assigned to a ommon synset with
the verbs sputen, beeilen `hurry' and pressieren `be under pressure'. The hypernym synsets of the verb lass are (bottom-up) spezielle Ges hwindigkeit
(spe ial speed), spezielle Bewegart (spe ial kind of moving), fortbewegen
(move ahead), bewegen (move), and lokalisieren (lo alise).

2.3 FrameNet/SALSA
FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) is based on Fillmore's frame semanti s (Fillmore, 1982) and thus des ribes frames, the ba kground and situational
knowledge needed for understanding a word or expression. Ea h frame
provides its set of semanti roles, the parti ipants and properties of the
prototypi al situation. For example, the motion frame is introdu ed as following: Some entity (Theme) starts out in one pla e (Sour e) and ends

up in some other pla e (Goal), having overed some spa e between the two
(Path). To onstru t frames, FrameNet uses semanti properties both of the
target words to be lassi ed and of their semanti roles (Ellsworth et al.,

2004). The riteria for sense distin tion also lead to a onsistent separation
of ausative, in hoative and stati uses into di erent frames.
The frames of FrameNet are linked by three di erent kinds of frame-toframe relations: Inheritan e is an is-a relation between a parent frame and a
hild frame that in ludes full inheritan e of semanti roles. Subframe is used
for linking a s enario frame to its subevents; they may be temporally ordered
(in whi h ase s enarios are like BB's pro esses). Using expresses a weaker
relation of presupposition, not requiring a full mapping of all semanti roles,
as well as deep on eptual relatedness.
The Berkeley FrameNet proje t is building a di tionary whi h links
frames to the words and expressions that introdu e them, illustrating them
with example senten es from the British National Corpus. Frames may be
introdu ed by verbs as well as nouns, adje tives, prepositions, adverbs, and
multi-word expressions.The SALSA proje t (Erk et al., 2003) is annotating
the German TIGER orpus (Brants et al., 2002) with frames and framesemanti roles. Its aim is to onstru t a large, semanti ally annotated orpus
4

resour e as a reliable basis for the large-s ale a quisition of word-semanti
information. In the ourse of the annotation, the proje t builds a German
FrameNet, linking the (English) frames to German target expressions.

2.4 S hulte im Walde: Automati Class A quisition
The semanti lassi ation of S hulte im Walde (2003) ontains 168 partly
ambiguous German verbs. The purpose of the lassi ation is to evaluate
the reliability and performan e of lustering experiments, whi h seek to
automati ally a quire semanti verb lasses. The basis of lass reation
is subje tive on eptual knowledge, monolingual and bilingual di tionary
entries and orpus sear h. Verbs are assigned to lasses a ording to their
similarity of lexi al and on eptual meaning, and ea h verb lass is assigned
a semanti lass label. Some lasses are arranged into a ommon larger
group that again bears a label, yielding a at hierar hy of only two levels.
For example, the oarse label manner of motion is sub-divided into the ner
labels lo omotion, rotation, rush, vehi le, otation. The lass des ription
is losely related to FrameNet: Ea h verb lass is given a on eptual s ene
des ription whi h aptures the ommon meaning omponents of the verbs.
Annotated orpus examples illustrate the ombinations of verb meaning and
on eptual onstru tions, to apture the variants of verb senses.
Representing the gold standard for a statisti al task, the hoi e of verbs
is based on empiri ally relevant demands: The lasses in lude both high and
low frequen y verbs, in order to exer ise the lustering te hnology in both
data-ri h and data-poor situations: the orpus frequen ies of the verbs range
from 8 to 71,604. The lassi ation was he ked to ensure the la k of bias,
so that there are no majorities of high frequent verbs, low frequent verbs,
strongly ambiguous verbs, verbs from spe i semanti areas, et . Any bias
in the lassi ation ould in uen e the evaluation of lustering methods.

3 Case Study:

Manner of Motion Verbs

In this se tion we ompare our four resour es with respe t to their lassi ations of MOM verbs. We rst omment on the pla ement of the manner
of motion lasses in the overall lassi ation stru ture, and then dis uss and
exemplify the entral riteria for sense distin tion and lass assignment.

Overall stru ture of the motion domain. In BB, there are ve motionrelated pro esses, one des ribing non-agent, in hoative motion (Bewegungs5

modell: Eigenveranderungen von Individuen/Objekten im Raum) `self hange
of individuals/obje ts in spa e', one for motion in pla e with an agent (Aktivbewegung) `a tive motion', one for agent motion with hange of pla e
(Fortbewegung) `forward motion', one for transport (Transport), and one for
movement with ontrol over a vehi le (Fremdbewegung) `external motion'.

The pro esses all in lude non-movement as beginning and end state, and
preparation and nishing of the movement, su h as getting the orientation
in agentive models, and pa kaging and de-pa kaging in the transport model.
In GN, all motion and position verbs are below lokalisieren `lo alise'; in
fa t, bewegen `move' and Position einnehmen (gloss: `something is or is being lo alised in spa e') are the only hyponyms of (this sense of) lokalisieren,
so GN also establishes a lose relation between position and motion. Even
more, the hyponyms of Position einnehmen are position verbs in di erent
stages (partly similar to BB pro esses) of getting into vs. being in a position.
In addition, further down in the is-a hierar hy of Position einnehmen are
verbs where an agent auses motion, su h as tragen ` arry', werfen `throw',
bringen 'bring', lehnen `lean', whi h again would be motion verbs in BB.
But unlike in BB, the position verbs are not part of the motion verbs. The
motion verbs themselves subsume the spe i verb synsets regen, ruhren
`move slightly' and ruhren `stir', but also the oarse ategories bewegen auf
Stelle `move in pla e', two senses of fortbewegen (`moving away from sour e'
and `moving ahead with dire tion'), and transportieren `transport'. In hoative vs. ausative motion is therefore not a riterion on high-level GN, but
hange of pla e and means for movement. Criteria su h as spe i kinds of
movement and agentivity are distinguished further down in the hierar hy.
As the FrameNet hierar hy is still being onstru ted, we an only draw
on lusions from the links that are a tually present. FN motion-related
lasses are not organised in a single ontiguous inheritan e hierar hy but all
point to the entral motion lass via the using relation. Motion is unspe i ed
with respe t to the type of mover; only its hild frame self motion, whi h
also inherits from intentionally a t, requires an animate mover. A further
area of motion frames ontains ause motion, arrying and sending, whi h
all inherit from or use intentionally a e t. A \pro ess" of motion (in BB's
terms) is des ribed in the s enario frame motion s enario with the subsituations departing, motion, and arriving.
In SIW, we nd 18 motion verbs in ve motion sub lasses: lo omotion ontains agentive verbs of forward movement, rotation refers to verbs
expressing the spe i kind of movement, not distinguishing agentive vs. inhoative hara teristi s, rush relates to the spe i hurry in motion, otation
to the in hoative oating of obje ts, and vehi le to motion with a vehi le,
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subsuming both agentive and parti ipating roles. Verbs denoting the start
or the end of a motion \pro ess" (in BB's terms), su h as existen e verbs,
aspe t verbs, or position verbs, are assigned to a separate top-level lass,
not related to motion. Some agentive transport verbs are subsumed under
transfer of possession.

Manually extra ting main riteria. Table 1 summarises the main ri-

teria that ea h resour e uses for the lassi ation. Criteria were extra ted
manually as follows: For the more oarse-grained FN and SIW, ea h lass
distin tion was onsidered as a major aspe t. For the ne-grained GN and
BB, riteria were in luded in the table if they were interior nodes in the hierar hy with a substantial amount of sub lasses (GN) or formed the basis of
more than one lass (BB). For grouping of lasses into riteria, lass name,
lass members (verbs), de nitions and glosses were used as indi ators.

Main riteria in the lassi ation. The type of mover, group (1) in

Table 1, plays a major role in all lassi ations. All but GN distinguish animate and inanimate movers. In BB there are even separate pro ess models
for agent and non-agent movements (with the lower-level stru ture of the
two models partially parallel). For the verbs distinguished by agent/nonagent in BB, GN uses the group/single mover distin tion instead. FN, like
GN, distinguishes the movement of groups and single movers, but it has the
agent/non-agent distin tion as well in the most general lass motion and
its sub lass self motion. Interestingly, a spe ial ase of the group/single
mover distin tion, the motion of uids, is onsidered relevant in 3 of the 4
resour es.
Group (2) in Table 1 lists ommon prominent riteria of the lassi ations. For the sour e/goal/path riteria, FN has the lasses arriving,
departing, es aping and path shape. GN has a high-level synset Pfad speziziert `path spe i ed' with sub lasses for the dei ti verbs kommen ` ome'
and gehen `go', and dire tional (verti al su h as ho hbewegen `rise' and
runterbewegen `sink', and others su h as ankommen `arrive' and entfernen
`move away') vs. non-dire tional movement (su h as anieren `stroll' and
vagabundieren `vagabund'). BB ontains many lasses pro ling sour e, path
1

Motion of uid and motion in uid together.
Separation of operating and riding a vehi le.
3
Only rotation.
4
Wide ategory in luding various kinds of obje t manipulation.
5
Only sending and putting.
2
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Criteria
(1) Type of mover

GN BB

SIW

FN

BB

SIW

FN
FN
FN

Animate vs. inanimate mover
Group vs. individual mover
Motion of uid

GN
GN

Sour e/goal/path
Noise during motion
Speed
Vehi le

GN
GN
GN
GN2

BB SIW
BB
BB SIW
BB2 SIW

Moving in pla e
Body movement
Iterative movement

GN
GN
GN

BB
BB
BB

A ompaniment/ hase
Cause motion

GN

BB
FN
BB4 (SIW)5 FN

(2) Common prominent riteria

(3) Movement in pla e

(4) A ompaniment and transport
(5) Idiosyn rati

riteria

Propel
Travel (long journey)
Movement by gravity
Un ontrolled/erroneous movement
Preparation of movement
Reason for movement
Non-movement

SIW1

FN
FN
FN2

(SIW)3 FN
FN
SIW

GN
BB
BB
BB
BB

FN
FN

Table 1: Main riteria in stru turing the MOM domain.
or goal, su h as aufbre hen `leave', Ri htung andern ` hange dire tion', wegbewegen in vers hiedene Ri htungen `moving away in di erent dire tions',
si h an einen Ort bewegen `move to some pla e'. In SIW, the lo omotion
verbs do refer to sour e, path and goal, but are not ontrasted with their
non-dire tional pendants. Noise during motion ( ra kle, rumble) is pro led
in GN and FN and o urs in one lass in BB. Speed of motion is important
in all lassi ations but FN, whi h lists these verbs simply in self motion
(rennen `run', krie hen ` reep'). The existen e of a vehi le is an important riterion in all lassi ations. Interestingly, most lassi ations have
separate lasses for the pro led agent as driver and as passenger.
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The riteria in group (3) des ribe movement in pla e. While BB emphasises the distin tion of movement with and without hange of pla e and
espe ially the distin tion of iterative and non-iterative movement, FN has
few su h lasses and not yet integrated. GN has a separate hierar hy for body
verbs, whi h joins the movement part of the hierar hy for verbs des ribing
both motion in pla e and body movement. SIW lists only rotation.
The riterion of aused motion in group (4) is important in all resour es.
In BB the verbs des ribing aused motion are in a separate pro ess model.
In the GN hierar hy they appear below transportieren `transport', in SIW
as transfer of possession and bring into position verbs. In FN the distin tion between ausatives and in hoatives permeates the whole lassi ation,
leading to lasses like motion vs. ause motion, moving in pla e vs. ause to
move in pla e and posture vs. hange of posture. In ontrast, the riterion
of two agents moving, one either a ompanying or following the other, is
used only in the FN and BB lassi ations.
The idiosyn rati riteria in group (5) appear in only one lassi ation.
The ones for BB re e t the pro ess- entred stru ture of the resour e (with
riteria su h as preparation for movement and non-movement ), and also
show that this very ne-grained resour e uses riteria that are mu h more
spe i than those used elsewhere. The list of BB idiosyn rati riteria is
a sample and far from omplete. The FN idiosyn rati riteria are listed in
full. They are in the frame travel (e.g. reisen `travel', touren `tour', pendeln
` ommute'), whi h in GN and BB are lassi ed just as individual movement
with an agent mover, and in the frame motion by gravity (e.g. fallen `fall').
The GN idiosyn rati riterion des ribes a for e propelling an obje t; it is
the main sub lass of the transportation synset, an estor of a large number
of transportation, a ompaniment and obje t manipulation lasses.

A detailed inspe tion of some verbs. As nal part of the ompar-

ison, Table 2 presents a hoi e of example verbs and their assignment to
verb lasses. The hoi e underlines the agreement vs. idiosyn rasies in the
lassi ations, as des ribed above.

4 Dis ussion and Con lusions
In the beginning of this paper, we asked why there are so many semanti
verb lassi ations, why and how they di er, and whether there is any kind
of `optimal' lassi ation. Our main motivation arises from omputational
learning tasks addressing the a quisition and the use of verb lasses.
9

ans hauen `look at' { In FN per eption a tive; in GN hyponym of pereption verb sehen `see'. In BB idiosyn rati lassi ation into a tive motion model Aktivbewegung in sub lass bemustern `judge'.
ausdehnen `expand' { BB lists ausdehnen in the non-agent movement model
as well as in the agent movement model.
In FN, expand is in a frame des ribing an item hanging its physi al size.
In GN, ausdehnen is below spatial erstre ken, spannen `spanning', ausative
hange (of plans) vers hieben `postpone'
and the hange of state verbs vergroern
`enlarge' (in hoative) and verformen `deform' (both ausative and in hoative). So
FN and GN mainly refer to hange of
state, but not to motion.
einatmen `breathe in' { In BB an agent
moving in pla e. In GN, SIW not related
to motion. In FN frame breathing, whi h
uses uidi motion.
einpa ken `pa k' { In BB preparation of
transport pro ess. In GN, SIW, FN not
related to motion.
fahren `drive, ride' { In FN three lasses,
distinguishing riding a vehi le (ride),
driving a vehi le (drive) and transpor-

tation (drive). The SALSA annotation
found the driver/passenger distin tion
problemati { the only language-spe i
problem to o ur so far in the annotation of German data with English frames,
sin e German fahren does not di erentiate between the fo al parti ipant being
driver or passenger. However the same
distin tion is made in GN and BB, two
resour es developed on German data. In
SIW simple lo omotion verb.
fallen `fall' { In BB either just motion
or erroneous motion. In GN motion with
path spe i ed as verti al. FN has separate lass for motion by gravity.
sitzen `sit' { In FN posture des ribing
stable body posture of agent. In SALSA,
a frame was onstru ted: being situated
des ribing the (geographi ) position of an
obje t. In GN position verb under rest.
In BB rest phase in motion models. In
SIW position verb be in position.
wimmeln `swarm' { In FN mass motion;
in GN similar lass group motion. In
BB a tive motion model Aktivbewegung
in sub lass oszillieren im Kollektiv `osillate in olle tive', whi h refers both to
group motion (as in FN and GN) and also
to the kind of movement.

Table 2: A detailed inspe tion of some verbs.
For the manner of motion domain of the four resour es we have studied,
we nd a small set of entral sense distin tions that appear in all or almost
all resour es, and there are idiosyn rati riteria that are used by few or only
one resour e. The agreement in the entral riteria for meaning is even more
surprising as the four resour es di er in their overall stru ture (GN has a
hierar hi al stru ture, BB is s enario- entred, FN and SIW have both), in
the extent of their MOM domains, and in their lassi ation of individual
verbs. Interestingly, the riteria in Table 1 are mostly independent of ea h
other and des ribe di erent dimensions of meaning in the MOM domain.
MOM verbs may instantiate one or more of these dimensions; for example
hurry omprises both a speed and an animate mover aspe t { and may be
ategorised a ording to either one of the riteria, or even a ording to both.
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Our study also on rms that while ea h resour e has its strengths, they
also have weaknesses. In GN, it is striking that motion lasses high in the
hierar hy, like movement and hange of pla e, tend to have \heavy" as well
as \lightweight" hildren, i.e. on the one hand hildren that are themselves
high-level on epts, on the other hand very spe ialised leaf on epts. BB
make strongly idiosyn rati de isions, su h as grouping some verbs from
the ognition, ommuni ation and per eption domains with MOM verbs,
e.g. ans hreien `yell at', angu ken `look at', a hten auf `pay attention to'.
All these verbs have some sour e-path-goal image to them and seem to
have been grouped on the basis of that motion image. FN is still evolving
and has large gaps in its overage. Unsurprisingly, SIW su ers from the
same overage problem, however it was onstru ted as a gold standard for
automati semanti lassi ation, not as a omprehensive resour e.
Con luding, while lassi ations often disagree, this is not a question of
right or wrong but rather results from them fo using on di erent meaning
riteria. It therefore seems both promising and advisable to ombine several
lexi al resour es: Combining resour es is promising be ause, judging from
the MOM domain, they seem to agree in entral ategories, so their ombination should strengthen entral meaning aspe ts while weakening marginal
ones. Combining resour es is advisable be ause ea h individual resour e has
weaknesses that may lead to mis-generalisations.
Finally, ombining lassi ation knowledge an enhan e the evaluation
of automati ally indu ed verb lasses: A resulting luster in a luster analysis is judged `wrong' as ompared to a gold standard, if the gold standard
does not apture the riteria underlying that spe i
luster. For example,
a plausible, automati ally indu ed, luster ontains the verbs ermorden `assassinate', ers hieen `shoot', toten `kill', as well as festnehmen, verhaften
(both `arrest'), befragen `interrogate' and entlassen `release'; it therefore
refers to the di erent stages of a pro ess involving a person who kills someone, the killer's arrest, interrogation and release from prison. In SIW, whose
lassi ation is losely related to the FrameNet framework, this kind of luster is judged `wrong', although it orresponds to BB's de nition of pro ess
lasses. A ombined set of verb lasses ould provide a more omprehensive
gold standard for su h ases.
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